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Abraham and Sarah
You are a blessing to your family.

Read the Story
Sit in a low chair or on the floor with the Abraham and Sarah Story 
Poster or a Frolic First Bible. Ring a chime or use another sound to 
call children to story time. Gather them into a story-time circle.

Let’s laugh! Laugh together. God made a big promise to two old 
people named Abraham and Sarah. Who is an older person that 
you know? Children may mention grandparents or older church 
members or even you! God’s promise made Sarah laugh. Let’s hear 
a story about God’s promise.

Use the Abraham and Sarah Story Poster or hold up the Frolic First 
Bible and read the story from pages 6–7. Finish your storytelling 
with the statement at the end of the story: You are a blessing to 
your family.

More Story Fun
Hold up the Abraham and Sarah Story Poster or the Frolic First Bible 
for all children to see.

Point to Sarah and Abraham. Look at these smiling people. Their 
names are Sarah and Abraham. Abraham and Sarah look like 
grandparents! They were very old when they had their son, Isaac. 

Point to the tent. Here’s a tent. This is where Sarah and Abraham 
lived. Where do you live? Share about your own home too.

Point to the baby. Look at this smiling baby. His name was Isaac. 
Isaac looks happy. Let me see your smiles. Smile with children. 

Abraham, Sarah, and Isaac are a family. Who’s in your family? 
Listen as children share about their families, and tell about your 
family too.

Prayer
Finish your time together with a prayer.

Dear God,
Thank you for giving Sarah and Abraham a baby.
Thank you for families.
Thank you for making each of us a blessing to our families!
Amen.
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